Inside Comcast's Newest Breakthrough Gateway

Comcast’s next-generation xFi Advanced Gateway incorporates WiFi 6e, meaning consumers will experience faster speeds, lower latency, and increased capacity to support a massive influx of connected devices in their homes.

**Most Advanced WiFi Ever**
Comcast’s newest gateway provides next-generation WiFi 6E technology, 3X more bandwidth than the previous generation and is capable of twice as many simultaneous connections.

**WiFi 6E Breakthrough Technology**
Comcast’s most powerful device to date, the new gateway will boost capacity in the home with three WiFi bands – 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz, and a new, 6 GHz band. Together, these WiFi bands reduce interference and increase bandwidth in the home by 3X to support the massive influx of connected devices used by consumers today.

**Feature Packed at Great Value**
Ultra-low lag, faster speeds, more bandwidth, IoT support – at a fraction of the cost of WiFi 6E devices available in retail that can cost more than $1,000.

**WiFi Controls**
Xfinity xFi is a simple, digital dashboard for that gives Xfinity Internet customers total control of their home network; manage device access, set parental controls, and pause WiFi.

**Security**
xFi Advanced Security, which helps protect all connected devices at the gateway level from malware and other cyber security threats.

**Instant Internet**
Ultra-low lag times for those moments when response times matter most like playing video games, virtual reality, or videoconferencing.

The xFi Advanced Gateway was built on Comcast’s Global Technology Platform that enables the company to connect and entertain millions of people to amazing moments and experiences. The gateway will join the more than 75 million Comcast broadband and streaming devices running on this state-of-the-art platform in the United States and abroad.